We reinterpret the structural analysis of Karlin and Scarf and Morton of the standard lost-sales inventory system. This version of the results is, we think, easier to work with than the original. We also recover their bounds on the optimal policy and derive new ones. Then, we show that more variable demand leads to higher cost. Finally, we extend the analysis to several important variations of the basic model.
Introduction
We reinterpret the structural analysis of Karlin and Scarf [11] and Morton [15] of the standard, single-item lost-sales inventory system with a linear order cost and a positive order leadtime. This version of the results is, we think, easier to work with than the original. To illustrate, we extend the analysis to several important variations of the basic model -limited capacity, correlated demands, stochastic leadtimes, and multiple demand classes.
The main idea is to transform the state variables. We demonstrate that, in terms of the new variables, the optimal-cost function possesses a property called L \ -convexity (read "L-natural-convexity") described below. This implies that the function is convex and submodular, plus an additional property related to diagonal-dominance. Thus, the model is structured in the sense of Porteus [21] and Smith and McCardle [23] . The more complex extensions are too. This approach does not require any smoothness assumptions or derivatives. In fact, the property is meaningful and the argument is valid for discrete as well as continuous demands.
We also recover the bounds on the optimal policy derived by Karlin and Scarf [11] and Morton [15] , and we derive some new bounds. This approach is also convenient for parametric analysis. In particular, we show that more variable demand leads to higher cost.
The concept of L \ -convexity is part of a larger theory of discrete convex analysis, the culmination of decades of e¤ort by numerous scholars to extend the notion of convexity to functions of integer variables. Murota [16] , [17] provides a full account. It is interesting to note that one of the earliest such e¤orts, that of Miller [14] , was inspired by a problem in inventory theory. We use only a small portion of discrete convexity theory here. For a recent application of more of it to another inventory model, see Lu and Song [13] .
Section 2 states the formulation. Section 3 develops the structural analysis. Section 4 presents bounds on the optimal policy. Section 5 contains the parametric analysis. Section 6 presents the extensions.
Formulation
Consider the standard, single-item inventory system in discrete time with lost sales. In each period, the sequence of events is the following: (1) the order due in the period arrives; (2) a new order is placed; (3) demand occurs, and a holding or penalty cost is incurred. Denote L = order leadtime, a positive integer t = time index, t = 1; :::; T + L d t = demand in period t z t = order at time t y t = inventory at time t, after the order due at t arrives
x t = (x 0t ; x 1t ; :::; x L 1;t ) :
The d t are independent and nonnegative. Treat the state and control variables as continuous, whether the d t are continuous or discrete. The state of the system is the L-vector x t . The dynamics are
The state space is X = R L+ , the set of nonnegative L-vectors. The action space is R + . For simplicity, assume the data (cost factors and demand distributions) are stationary, and the order cost, holding cost and stockout-penalty cost are linear. Let c = unit cost of procurement h = unit cost of holding inventory p = unit cost penalty of lost sales = discount rate.
Let d denote a generic demand, x a generic state vector and z a generic order quantity. Given this period's x, z and d, let x + denote the next period's state, that is,
Given u t = u, the holding-penalty cost at the end of period t iŝ
The expected cost, viewed from the beginning of the period, given y t = y, iŝ
De…nef t (x) = optimal cost from time t onwards, starting in state x t = x:
These functions satisfy the recursion
For a …nite time horizon T , suppose the last order is placed in period T , but the holding and penalty costs continue to accumulate through period T + L. Thus,
Letẑ t (x) denote an optimal policy. (In case of a tie, choose the smallest optimal z.)
Structure
We now transform the state. Let J denote the upper-triangular di¤erence matrix
the set of nonnegative vectors with nonincreasing components. This is the new state space. Each new state variable is a partial sum of the old ones, speci…cally,
The usual inventory position is v 0 . For l > 0, v l includes the orders scheduled to arrive l periods hence or later. The set V is a closed, convex cone and also a lattice. Also, it will be convenient to work with a transformed action, = z. So, the new action space is R . Letting e denote a vector of 1's, the dynamics of v are
In these terms let us write z t (v) =ẑ t (Jv), f t (v) =f t (Jv), and g t (v; ) = g t (Jv; ). (Morton in fact uses this transformation to express some of his results, namely, the bounds discussed in the next section. We cast the whole problem in these terms.)
0, is submodular on V R . (See Murota [16] for the special case of polyhedral functions of continuous variables, as well as functions of integer variables, and Murota and Shiura [18] , [19] for general functions of continuous variables. Their de…nition is a bit di¤erent, but it is equivalent to this one. It appears to require an additional condition on , linearity in a certain direction, but that condition is automatically satis…ed here.)
For smooth f ,
The function is submodular, so f is L \ -convex, when all these quantities are non-positive (Topkis [28] , page 42). Clearly, this implies that f itself is submodular. Also, the sum above is nonnegative for all k, so the Hessian matrix of f is diagonal-dominant. Thus, the Hessian is what is called a symmetric M-matrix. Such matrices and functions associated with them have many applications, as discussed in Murota [16] .
In general, one can think of L \ -convexity as a non-smooth version of this M-matrix property. In this way, or otherwise, one can see that L \ -convexity also implies ordinary convexity. However, unlike convexity and submodularity, L \ -convexity depends on the scaling of the variables. We shall need some lemmas about this property:
Proof. We want to show that [(v; ) (e; 1)] is submodular. But,
Proof. We are assuming that r(v; ; ) = g[(v; ) (e; 1)] is submodular. We want to show the same for
But the set f( ; ) : 0g is a sublattice of R R . Therefore (Topkis [28] , Theorem 2.7.6), the minimum over is submodular.
Proof. The submodularity of g implies that (v) is nondecreasing in v (Topkis, Theorem 2.8.1). Also, for any ! > 0 and
(The …rst inequality follows from the submodularity of g[v e; ], and the second from the optimality of (v).) Consequently, cannot be optimal for v + !e. That is, (v + !e) (v) + !. We can now state the main result. Although it appears quite di¤erent from the originals, one can verify it by transforming them in the manner above. A direct argument is simpler, however.
Theorem 4 (Karlin and Scarf [11] and Morton [15] ) For all t, the functions
Proof. The proof is by induction on t. The result certainly holds for f T +L+1 (v) = 0. Assume it holds for f t+1 (v).
Reformulate the problem in period t with two optimization steps. After demand, decide how much demand to …ll. Let a indicate this decision and w the remaining inventory. The problem at the end of period t is the nonlinear program
(It is not hard, but also not essential for this argument, to show that the optimal a = minfd; v 0 v 1 g.) Further, set v + = w+v 1 , and use the equation to eliminate a. Then,
The set of (v + ; v; ) satisfying these constraints along with v 2 V and 2 R is a sublattice, because each constraint involves just two variables with opposite signs (Topkis [28] , Example 2.2.7(b)). Furthermore, the objective function t is clearly submodular in (v + ; v). As for , t is separable and hence submodular in the pairs (v 0 ; ) and (v 1 ; ). Also, t is submodular in (v + ; ) and in (v k ; ) for 1 < k < L, by the L \ -convexity of f t+1 . Thus, t is submodular overall. Moreover, Lemma 1 implies that t is L \ -convex. It follows (Topkis, Theorem 2.7.6) that t (v; jd) is submodular in (v; ) for each d. Moreover, an argument like that of Lemma 2 shows that t is L \ -convex. At the beginning of the period, before demand, we face the following problem:
\ -convexity is preserved by expectation, so g t is L \ -convex. Finally, by Lemma 2, f t too is L \ -convex. This characterization of the optimal-cost function implies that the optimal policy z t (v) is monotone, with bounded sensitivity to v:
Proof. By Lemma 3, the optimal = t (v) is nondecreasing, so z t (v) is nonincreasing, and
In terms of the original state variables, assuming smoothẑ t (x),
These are precisely the original qualitative properties of [11] and [15] . (In fact, assuming continuous demand, they show that these relations are strict in the region whereẑ t > 0. We suspect that the results here can be strengthened in the same fashion.) Thus, the optimal order is decreasing in all the pipeline variables x l , and it is more sensitive to more recent orders. Even the most recent one x L 1 , however, has limited impact.
The corresponding results for the in…nite-horizon model follow by straightforward limiting arguments.
Observe that the arguments and results above remain valid for integer demands, state variables and actions.
Bounds
Next, we obtain bounds on the optimal policy. To this end, we transform the problem once more. For each t, ignore the holding-penalty costs through period t + L 1 (which do not depend on the current order z), but assign to period t the holding-penalty cost in period t + L. Also, charge the system for the procurement of any inventory at the beginning of period t + L. Let f t (v) denote the optimal cost under this new accounting scheme. Some algebra reveals that these functions satisfy the recursion
Here, y +L is short for y t+L . Assume the cost factors satisfy 0 < c + h < p + h, and set = (c + h)=(p + h). We …rst show that the optimal policy for the last period T satis…es these bounds.
Lemma 6 The policy z T (v) is in Z( s).
Proof. This is the policy that minimizes the one-period cost q(v; z). Note that the function q 0 is convex, under the above assumption that p + h > 0. As pointed out by Nahmias [20] , y +L can be written as
(
, but excluding the demand in period t + L.)
In particular, y +L z. If we approximate y +L by z in the de…nition of q and then minimize, the optimal z is s L . Consequently, the true optimal z is smaller, that is,
+ . Consequently, z T (v) = 0 if s l < v l , and otherwise z T (v) s l v l . Next, we show that the resulting cost is increasing in the vector of inventories.
Lemma 7
The optimal cost f T (v) is nondecreasing in v.
Proof. We demonstrate the result for L = 1. The proof for larger L is similar. Here, v = (v 0 ) = (v), and
Consider the random variables
. We claim that the W 0 (v) are increasing in v in the convex order (Stoyan [27] ).
can be expressed as the sum of W 0 (v) and W 0 (v; v 0 ). These three random variables all have mean 0. So,
Therefore, f T (v 0 ) f T (v). Now we are ready for the main result of this section:
Theorem 8 For all t T , f t (v) is nondecreasing in v, and z t (v) z T (v).
Proof. The proof is by induction on t. The result holds for t = T . Suppose it is true for t + 1. Then, E[f t+1 (v + )] is nondecreasing in z, and so z t (v) z T (v). Moreover, Theorem 4 implies that g t (v; z) is convex in z. The di¤erence between this function and g t (v; z) = q(v; z) + E[f t+1 (v + )] does not depend on z. So, g t (v; z) too is convex in z. Therefore, as in Lemma 7, f t (v) is nondecreasing in v.
This immediately implies that all the optimal policies satisfy the bounds above:
Corollary 9 (Karlin and Scarf [11] and Morton [15] ) For all t T , the policy
A straightforward limiting argument shows that these results also describe the solution of the in…nite-horizon problem.
These results make intuitive sense. The last period's optimal policy z T (v) minimizes the one-period cost, but the optimal policies for more distant horizons, including the in…nite horizon, must also take future periods into account. Later orders can always raise inventories in those periods as much as we want but can't lower them. So, it makes sense that z t (v) z T (v). Also, a larger v constrains future inventories more than a smaller one, while at the same time making those inventories more variable. This explains why f t (v) is nondecreasing in v.
As shown in Zipkin [31], these results e¤ectively reduce the state space to the relatively managable set V ( s).
We now derive additional bounds. From (7) we also have
l and v L = 0. Let's assume that more than one l is positive. As above, if we approximate y +L by the right-hand side and minimize over z, the optimal z
. We thus obtain a more general bound on the myopic policy,
and this applies also to the optimal policy. Does the new bound provide additional information beyond the original ones? The original bounds, of course, imply
So, the question becomes, is s( ) < P L l=0 l s l ? To gain some insight, let's approximate d by a normal random variable with mean and variance
is normal with mean (L l + 1) and variance (L l + 1) 2 , and so
So,
and
Or equivalently, is
The right-hand side includes all the terms 2 l (L l + 1) in the …rst sum on the left. The term for l m is p L l + 1 p L m + 1 > L maxfl; mg + 1. So, the inequalities in the questions above do hold. This approximate analysis thus suggests that the new bounds may indeed provide additional information.
We have computed the bounds exactly for several cases with equal weights ( l = 1=(L + 1)) and exponential demand. Indeed, in most cases, s( ) < P L l=0 l s l . The only exceptions have large , above 0.75.
Parametric Analysis
The approach above is also convenient for parametric analysis. Here is one important example. Suppose the distribution of demand d depends on a parameter . Let us write d( ) and f t (v; ), etc. to indicate the dependence on . The stochastic-comparison literature (e.g., Stoyan [27] ) distinguishes several forms of parametric dependence d( ), with di¤erent consequences. Here, we focus on the convex order (or second-order stochastic dominance). This implies that the mean of d( ) is constant, and the variance of d( ) is nondecreasing in .
Theorem 10 If d( ) is increasing in with respect to the convex order, then f t (v; ) is nondecreasing in for all t.
Proof. The proof is by induction on t. Assume f t+1 (v; ) is nondecreasing in . Then so is t (v; ; jd). Moreover (this is the key step), t is jointly convex in (v; ; d) . Consequently, g t (v; ; ) is nondecreasing in , and so is f t (v; ).
Thus, more variable demand leads to higher cost. This property is well established for systems with backorders (Song [24] ). It appears to be new, however, in the lost-sales context.
Extensions

Limited Capacity
Suppose there is a …nite upper bound b on the order in each period. The only changes above are the additional constraint z b in (1) and thus the constraint b in (5). Consequently, the structural results of Section 3 and the parametric result of Section 5 above remain valid.
Here too, the analysis extends readily to the in…nite-horizon model. The situation is quite di¤erent for the model with backorders. There, even to ensure the stability of the system requires some delicacy (see Federgruen and Zipkin [5] and Huh and Janakiraman [8] ), because a queue of backorders can build up. A lost sale is an unfortunate event, but once a sale is lost, it stays lost and causes no further trouble.
As for the bounds of Section 4, if b s L , then the capacity limit is never binding, and so the results remain valid. Otherwise, they don't. The functions f t (v) need not be nondecreasing, and so the rest of the analysis crumbles. On the other hand, in this case, the capacity limit itself reduces the e¤ective state space to V (s), where
Markov-Modulated Demand
Now consider a di¤erent demand process. There is a Markov process w t , called the world. The distribution of demand in period t depends on the current world state w t = w. This notion was introduced by Iglehart and Karlin [9] and studied by numerous investigators since (e.g., Song and Zipkin [25] , Sethi and Cheng [22] and Zipkin [30] , Chapter 6). It can represent most interesting dependentdemand models. These previous studies assume backlogging.
The state of the system is now (w; x), and (1) becomeŝ
Transform the variables as above. As above, f t (w; v) is L \ -convex in v for each w, and g t (w; v; ) has similar properties. Thus, Corollary 5 describes the behavior of z t (w; v) for each w. The parametric analysis too remains validmore variable demand in every state w increases cost.
An analysis following Section 4 yields state-dependent bounds s(w) on the optimal policy. To compute them, interpret d [l;L] in (6) as the demand in periods t + l through t + L, given w t = w. The state space then reduces to V ( s), where s l = sup w f s l (w)g for each l.
Stochastic Leadtimes
Nahmias [20] formulates a lost-sales system with stochastic leadtimes, based on the leadtime mechanism of Kaplan [10] . At each time t we observe the realization of a nonnegative-integer random variable, K t . These K t are i.i.d. All orders that have been outstanding K t or longer (those placed at or before time t K t ) arrive immediately. Suppose that 1 K L, so L now means the maximum leadtime. Let k = PrfK = kg.
We again use x to denote the state of the system, describing the inventory and the pipeline of outstanding orders. This now has a slightly di¤erent meaning. x 0 is still the current inventory, but for 0 < l < L, x l is the order placed L l periods ago, if that order has not yet arrived; if the order has arrived, then x l = 0. The dynamics are 
::: Assuming f t+1 is L \ -convex, every term here is too, and therefore so is the overall objective. Thus, the results of Section 3 and 5 above remain true.
Song and Zipkin [26] generalize the approach to allow unbounded and/or correlated K t . The results hold also for this more general scheme.
Ehrhardt [4] shows that, for the model with backlogging and stochastic leadtimes, a transformation along the lines of Section 4's can be performed. The result is a model whose one-period cost re ‡ects the distribution of demand over a leadtime, taking into account the stochastic leadtime itself. A similar approach can be applied here, resulting in bounds like those of Section 4. We omit the details.
Multiple Demand Classes
Now suppose there are several classes of customers with di¤erent penalty costs. In addition to everything else, at the end of each period, after their demands are realized, we must decide which customers'demands to …ll. We can even decide to retain some inventory and lose some of those demands. Models of this sort have received attention recently from Ha [7] , Deshpande et al. [3] , de Véricourt et al. [29] , Graves et al. [6] , and Kranenburg and van Houtum [12] . They can be regarded as representing a form of revenue management.
Let i index the customer classes. So, p i is the penalty cost for class i, and d it is the demand by class i in period t. These demands may be correlated within a period, but they are independent across periods. Let d i denote a generic class-i demand, and d = (d i ). Number the classes so that p 1 > p 2 > :::
At the end of period t, let a i denote the amount of stock allocated to …ll class i's demands. Problem (3) becomes
The convexity argument goes through just as above. To establish L \ -convexity, we reformulate the problem. Set a = P i a i . Given the total allocation a, clearly, we want …rst to meet as much demand as possible of class 1, then class 2, and so on. So, the remaining penalty cost Thus, the allocation increases in all the inventories, including the latest order, but it is more sensitive to the current inventory and soon-to-arrive ones. And, all these sensitivities are limited.
One can obtain rather weak bounds on the optimal policy as follows: First, de…ne a new problem by increasing all the p i to p 1 , or in other words, folding all the demands into class 1. This is a single-class problem, so one can bound its optimal policy, as above. Also, it is not hard to show that the revised problem has a larger order quantity than the original, in every state and every period. So, the bounds apply to the original problem's optimal policy too.
Perhaps one can …nd stronger bounds. We have so far been unable to do so.
